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SOCIAL DRESS ST LOUIS: LEARNING AND UNLEARNING
ORGANIZED BY TAKASHI HORISAKI
JAPANESE ARTIST TAKASHI HORISAKI BRINGS COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL
DRESS SCULPTURE SERIES TO FIRST MUSEUM VENUE AT CONTEMPORARY
ART MUSEUM ST LOUIS.
EXHIBITION: JUNE 14-JULY 15, 2012
FRONT ROOM
CONTEMPORARY ART MUSEUM ST LOUIS
3750 Washington Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63108
314-535-4660 / www.camstl.org
PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
CONTEMPORARY ART MUSEUM ST LOUIS
Sunday June 3, 1-3PM
Saturday June 9, 10AM-12PM
Other workshop times and locations TBD
New York, NY (April 20, 2012) – Takashi Horisaki (b. 1974 Tokyo, lives and works in
Brooklyn, NY) creates casts of architectural facades and found objects in order to trace
the evolution of urban landscapes. His Front Room exhibition at the Contemporary Art
Museum St. Louis continues the Social Dress series, which the artist initiated at
Washington University in 2004 (he received an MFA in 2005). Assuming the role of
community organizer, Horisaki will conduct public workshops prior to the exhibition in
which participants will cast personally significant objects in liquid latex. By exhibiting the
resulting casts in CAMʼs Front Room, Horisakiʼs project encourages dialogue about the
meaning of materiality, place, and identity in the city of St. Louis.	
  This exhibition is
curated by Los Caminos, an apartment gallery located in St. Louisʼs Cherokee Street
neighborhood.

Social Dress St. Louis: Learning and Unlearning represents the fourth major installment
in Horisakiʼs ongoing Social Dress sculpture series, a body of work that explores the
human impact of social theory, government planning, and political activism through the
traces found in our material environment. Previous works in this series, including Social
Dress Buffalo: The Past Reflecting the Future (2010) and Social Dress New Orleans —
730 days after (2007), have focused on the architecture of abandoned neighborhoods
and its relationship to regional social and political policies. Working with local students,
residents, and activist organizations, Horisaki uses the latex casting process as a means
of circumventing the normal hierarchy of social activism, creating a situation in which the
focus on art-making allows space and time for frank, informal dialogue about the history
and potential of these neighborhoods. The final sculptures, assembled from these cast
architectures, stand as memorials to these communities, souvenirs of the conversations,
and potential structures to house extended dialogue on alternative solutions to the
recurring dilemmas of urban planning.
Social Dress St. Louis: Learning and Unlearning moves beyond the ghosts of St. Louisʼs
urban planning history – the 1904 Worldʼs Fair; the construction of Highways I-44, I-55,
and I-64/40; and the Pruitt-Igoe housing complex – to understand the history of the city
in a nuanced way through the personal stories of its inhabitants. Seeking both the
negative and positive aspects of this history, Horisaki will lead a series of workshops
around the city in which he will teach residents to create thin fabric-like latex casts of the
surfaces of objects that have personal significance to them. Public workshops are
currently scheduled at the Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis on Sunday June
3rd from 1-3 p.m. and Saturday June 9th from 10 a.m.-12 p.m. Further workshop
times and locations will be announced at http://www.takashihorisaki.com as they
are confirmed.
While helping participants replicate personal effects from trophies to coins, records to
chinaware, and even brick or stone architecture, Horisaki and his team of teaching artists
will encourage participants to tell the stories behind these objects. Based on the
interactions Horisaki and his team have with various communities across St. Louis, the
latex replicas made in these workshops will be assembled into a sculptural collage in
CAMʼs Front Room. A select number of residentsʼ stories will also be recorded and
incorporated into the sculptural collage via Augmented Reality, visible as a virtual layer
of the piece when the installation is viewed through a smart phone or similar mobile
device. Through this process, Social Dress St. Louis: Learning and Unlearning becomes
a collaborative collage that includes layers of personal and collective histories, as well as
physical and virtual records, reexamining the shape of St. Louisʼs history through its
material culture.

Social Dress St. Louis: Learning and Unlearning will be on view June 14 – July 15, 2012
in the Front Room at the Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis, 3750 Washington Blvd.,
St. Louis, MO, 63108. The galleries are open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Thursdays, and 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Sundays. For more information, contact Nina Horisaki-Christens at 646-2411282 or via email at socialdress@gmail.com, or visit www.takashihorisaki.com.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
TAKASHI HORISAKI (b.1974, Tokyo) is a New York-based sculptor whose work has
been exhibited internationally at venues including New Orleans's Prospect.1 Biennial
(2008) and the Incheon Women Artists Biennale, Korea (2009). He has received
commissions from the Sculpture Center, NY; Socrates Sculpture Park, NY; the Queens
Museum of Art, NY; Buffalo Arts Studio, NY; and Southeastern Louisiana University. His
work has also been shown in exhibitions at Kunsthalle Galapagos, NY (2011); Regina
Rex, NY (2010); Third Streaming Gallery, NY (2010); the Mason Gross Galleries at
Rutgers University, NJ (2010); the Deutsches Hygiene-Museum, Dresden, Germany
(2008); Flux Factory Inc., Queens (2006, 2007); The LAB Gallery, San Francisco (2006);
Murray Guy Gallery, New York (2005); and the Washington University Gallery of Art, St.
Louis (2004). A participant in the 2008-09 LMCC Workspace Residency Program,
Horisaki is the recipient of awards including the POLA Art Foundation Emerging Artist
Grant (2010-11), the Urban Artist Initiative/New York City Fellowship (2008), the Dedalus
Foundation Master of Fine Arts Fellowship (2005-06), and the Socrates Sculpture Park
Open Space program grant (2007). His work has been discussed in publications
including Art in America, Artforum, Art Review, The New York Times, the Brooklyn Rail,
and Bijyutsu Techo.
ABOUT THE CURATORS
LOS CAMINOS is an alternative space for exhibiting emerging contemporary art from
Saint Louis and beyond. Run by independent curators Cole Root and Francesca Wilmott,
Los Caminos is located in a second floor apartment in Saint Louisʼs Cherokee Street
neighborhood and uses the domestic areas of the apartment as a meeting place to view,
discuss, and generate contemporary art.
CONTEMPORARY ART MUSEUM ST. LOUIS
The Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis (CAM) promotes meaningful engagement with
the most relevant and innovative art being made today. Founded as the Forum for
Contemporary Art in 1980, CAM re-opened in its current location, 3750 Washington
Blvd. St. Louis, Missouri 63108, with a new 27,000 square foot building in 2003. As a
non-collecting institution, CAM focuses its efforts on featuring local, national and
international, well-known, and newly established artists from diverse backgrounds,
working in all types of media. As St. Louisʼs forum for interpreting culture through
contemporary visual art, CAM connects visitors to the dynamic art and ideas of our
times. As a gathering place for experiencing contemporary art and culture, the
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis pushes the boundaries of innovation, creativity, and
expression. Visit CAM online at camstl.org.
Support for CAMʼs exhibition program is provided by Jeanne and Rex Sinquefield; Nancy
Reynolds and Dwyer Brown; William E. Weiss Foundation; Mary Ann and Andy Srenco;
and Étant donnés, the French-American Fund for Contemporary Art. General operating
support is provided by Whitaker Foundation; Regional Arts Commission; Missouri Arts
Council, a state agency; Arts and Education Council; Bank of America Charitable
Foundation; J.P. Morgan; The Trio Foundation of St. Louis; Purus Vodka; Wells Fargo;
Enterprise Holdings Foundation; Buckingham Asset Management; and members of the
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis.

